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  I've seen a number of videos exposing, a lot of symbolism, occultism and evil contained in Walt
Disney's most famous videos. 

  I've been amazed that a first glimpse innocent looking cartoon can contain so much magical stuff, occult
and hidden satanic symbolism.
Its been amazing that we still, are continuously flooding the youth with such openly anti-christian
contained cartoons. 

  I guess even a lot of Christian devoted couples are playing this evil message movies.
On the first look it is not immediately evident what is happening in the movies, a kid could never
understand how much bad stuff is contained inside. However a grown parents can easily see if they
observe the movies closely. If you don't believe me check the few videos below and also just play some
of your favourite kids cartoon and do a critical analysis of what is inside. There is no doubt there is
everything inside, everything instead of our Saviour Jesus Christ.
We have become terribly crazy, since we learn the kids to look for anti-Christian lives, even from the
very early stages of their childhood. 

  The result from such movies in the growing up youth is clear; they are attracted to movies with murder
violence, sex related plots, stealing lies, ungodly music, love for evil and not a search for good, hatred,
betrayal and all the evils, our grandfathers were teaching us to avoid ... 

   

  How and Why Walt Disney Is Trying To Corrupt You and Your Children 

   

  Was Disney Satanic - Part 1 

   

  Was Disney Satanic - Part 2 

   

  Disney is pure evil 

   

  Journalism - How Disney Movies Corrupt Young Minds 
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  There are plenty of psychological books explaining the badness over a child mind of such movies, yet
parents are not careful to protect their children but rather encourage them to watch disney's production
thinking they help the kid to develop their brain ...
If you're a Christian and you know this things exist and they're preached, please be careful and try to
select carefully what kind of movies you play to your kids. 

  If you're a grow up Christian and you've been raised with this movies, don't be in wonder why you have
a very severe desire for sex, money, power and occult. The desire for all this ungodly things was
'installed' in you since the time of your youth simply by being bombarded with Disney's, Hanna Barbera
and the rest of the 'all times cartoon' American popular cinema and cartoons.
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